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ABSTRACT
To be able to respond timely to a credit institution becoming insolvent, the 
National Deposit Insurance Fund (NDIF) continuously monitors the develop-
ment of the insured institutions’ resilience to shocks. It carries out this activity, 
among others, by stress tests based on macroeconomic scenarios, in coopera-
tion with the Central Bank of Hungary (MNB). During this exercise, fi rstly the 
results of solvency and liquidity stress tests are jointly taken into account, in a 
composite risk indicator. Secondly, using a simple approach, it calculates shock 
measures of deposit withdrawals that are suffi  cient to make credit institutions 
illiquid. Th is paper provides a brief overview of the methodology of these stress 
tests.1
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1. INTRODUCTION

Deposit insurance or deposit guarantee schemes play a crucial role in main-
taining fi nancial stability as they strengthen depositors’ confi dence in fi nancial 
institutions by protecting guaranteed deposits in the event of a credit institu-
tion becoming insolvent. By doing so, they also prevent potential bank runs. 
With a view to improving confi dence, in addition to an increased coverage limit 
(to EUR 100 000 from 2011), the payout deadline will also be gradually reduced 
to seven working days by 2024. Meanwhile, both the total deposits proportional 
to the balance sheet total and the share of guaranteed deposits within the total 
deposits of large European banks have increased in recent years. According to 
the end-of-the-year data of the European Banking Authority (EBA) for 2016, 
the stock of guaranteed deposits in European banks amounted to more than 
EUR 7,000 billion.

Having regard to this crucial role and the signifi cant exposures involved, it is of 
utmost importance that deposit insurers, including the NDIF in Hungary, are 
able to respond timely in the event of a credit institution’s insolvency, in order 

1  We are indebted to Balázs Vajai and István Tóth for their help to the preparation of this paper.
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to prevent potentially signifi cant adverse social eff ects. Such a timely response 
involves issues of funding, as the ND IF is not obliged2 – and not able, for that 
matter – to pay unlimited compensation at any time from its available funds. 
Operational risks are also entailed, as deposit insurance providers should be able 
to deploy suffi  cient human resources to manage the compensation process (as 
well as adequate provisions for temporarily recruiting additional staff ) and have 
at hand the consolidated deposit data required for payouts to ensure timely com-
pensation. Preparation for this is signifi cantly easier if deposit insurers can ac-
curately assess the shock-absorbing capacity of the insured credit institutions. 

In order not to rely solely on current indicator values for the purpose of risk as-
sessment, but also to have an insight into the development of bank risk indica-
tors under the forecasted baseline macroeconomic scenario and under certain 
risk scenarios which may occur at a fi xed – typically low – probability but may 
result in signifi cant losses, the NDIF engages in stress testing based on macro-
economic scenarios. Such stress tests are risk assessment tools that not only al-
low for the identifi cation of vulnerable institutions under a specifi c scenario but 
also reveal risk factors that are particularly detrimental to resilience to shocks, 
as well as their temporal dimension. In essence, stress tests are complex simula-
tion exercises which show how the shock-absorption capacity of the respective 
credit institutions would change over the testing horizon in the event a risk 
scenario described by the relevant macro variables occurs3.

It is also paramount for the Central Bank of Hungary (Magyar Nemzeti Bank 
– MNB), which is mainly responsible for guarding fi nancial stability, that the 
NDIF fulfi ls its functions eff ectively and reliably. For deposit insurance is a last-
resort component of the fi nancial safety net, which may prevent bank runs and 
thereby problems which could potentially lead to serious ramifi cations to the 
real economy and threaten the functioning of the whole banking system. An 
equally important task of the NDIF is to protect the assets of depositors. In 
lack of such a protection, bank failure may pose signifi cant social risks, too. In 
view of these considerations, it is a common interest of the NDIF and the MNB 
that the NDIF monitors the risk of banks by stress testing. To this end, the two 
institutions have engaged in cooperation, under which the NDIF carries out its 
risk assessment activity relying on the stress testing models and technical as-
sistance of the MNB.

2  However, if necessary, the NDIF may use other funds for compensation in addition to its 
existing reserves.
3  Risk scenarios are typically not only based on historical data, but also on expert risk assess-
ment, and are defi ned as a scenario of low anticipated probability which, however, is still plausible 
and relevant. Since a reliable estimation of the multidimensional distribution of the examined 
macro variables is not possible due to the scarcity of data available, the scenario cannot be as-
signed an exact value of probability.
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Th is risk assessment is based on two approaches. Firstly, the previously men-
tioned stress tests are performed to see how the risk-absorption capacity of the 
respective credit institutions would change under a specifi c macroeconomic 
scenario. In addition, using a simple method, the reverse question is also ana-
lysed: how adverse a scenario would be needed for a credit institution to be-
come insolvent. Th e following two sections are dedicated to the presentation of 
these two approaches and their results.

2. STRESS TESTS AND THE AGGREGATE RISK WEIGHT

Th e MNB applies two diff erent stress tests focusing on credit risk and liquidity, 
respectively, for a forward-looking risk assessment of the banking system and the 
identifi cation of systemic risks. Th e currently applied credit risk stress test is dis-
cussed in detail in Banai et al. (2013) and the liquidity stress test in MNB (2016).

Our credit risk stress test spans a two-year time horizon and uses a top-down 
approach (i.e. applying the same methods and uniform parameters in the cal-
culations for each bank). It is also supplemented with the quantifi cation of mar-
ket risk. As risk factors, changes in GDP, employment and the prices of resi-
dential real estates, as well as the development of the reference interest rate, the 
foreign exchange rate and the risk premium were considered. In contrast to the 
scenario corresponding to the forecast published in the Infl ation report of the 
central bank and regarded as most probable, under the usual stress scenario it is 
assumed that a serious but plausible shock will occur early in the second quar-
ter of the forecast horizon, pushing up the Hungarian risk premium, reducing 
external demand for our products and weakening the HUF exchange rate. All 
this would reduce growth in the Hungarian economy, deteriorate employment 
and cause a sudden fall in real estate prices. Our testing framework is based on 
the calculation of expected losses, therefore, separate estimates are made for the 
earnings before loan losses and the expected loan losses.

Our liquidity stress test measures the impact of the assumed simultaneous oc-
currence of fi nancial market turmoil, extensive deposit withdrawals and draw-
downs of credit lines as well as withdrawal of owners’ funds on the liquidity 
coverage ratio (LCR) of banks over a 30-day horizon. More specifi cally, the 
stress test analyses the simultaneous impact of the following low-probability 
shock events:

1)  revaluation of items that are sensitive to the interest rate from a liquidity 
aspect as a result of a signifi cant rise in the policy rate;

2)  revaluation of the derivative holdings as a result of a considerable foreign 
exchange rate depreciation;
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3) withdrawal of household and corporate deposits;

4) drawdown of household and corporate credit lines;

5)  withdrawal of owner’s funds to a degree that exceeds plans signifi cantly; and

6) non-performance on interbank exposures as a result of the above shocks.

In our stress test, we also took into account adjustment channels with the help 
of which institutions can improve their LCR adequacy in the short run, and 
which do not or only moderately involve reputational risk, and are at the banks’ 
disposal even in stress situations. If the bank fails to meet the liquidity require-
ment even following these corrective steps, it will be compelled to sell assets, 
which will trigger a price change and thus contagion eff ects. Th ese eff ects are 
modelled in a so-called ‘contagion model’.

Our stress tests should be applied with the proviso that they assess credit institu-
tions’ compliance with regulatory capital and liquidity requirements. Moreover, 
it is only the liquidity stress test that reckons with adjustment possibilities, while 
regulatory responses are not considered in either of the tests. Th erefore, they are 
not capable of directly defi ning whether the NDIF will have a payment obliga-
tion under a specifi c stress scenario. Furthermore, based on our experience from 
recent stress tests – as a result of the high shock-absorbing capacity of Hungar-
ian banks, attributable to a large extent to the sound functioning of the fi nancial 
system and the stringent regulatory capital and liquidity requirements – under a 
plausible stress scenario, the NDIF not only would not have a payment obligation, 
but banks would actually rarely even infringe regulatory requirements. Nonethe-
less, the stress testing framework of the MNB may be suitable for the purpose 
of risk assessment by the NDIF, provided that the aim is not to directly connect 
the NDIF’s intervention with a macroeconomic scenario, but rather to defi ne a 
scenario-specifi c risk ranking, pointing out the riskiest institutions.

Due to their diff erences, consolidating the results of the two tests is far from 
straightforward. Accordingly, it is proposed to weight the variables used in the 
methodology by calculating their aggregate risk score featured in the calcula-
tion method of risk-based contributions laid down as a requirement by the EBA 
and implemented by MNB Decree No.  19/2016, thereby creating a composite 
indicator. According to the method of calculating risk-based contributions, ag-
gregate risk scores are calculated on the basis of the leverage ratio, the capital 
adequacy coverage ratio, the LCR, the ratio of non-performing loans (NPL), 
the ratio of risk-weighted assets (RWA) to the balance sheet total, the return 
on assets (ROA) and the potential coverage of the deposit guarantee scheme 
(Table 1).4

4  Individual risk scores are assigned to the specifi c risk indicator values. Th e aggregate risk 
score is their weighted sum. (Th e weights had been specifi ed by the EBA.) Aggregate risk weights 
are assigned to the corresponding aggregate risk score values.
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Table 1
Calculation of aggregate risk scores and weights

Indicator Weight of indicator 
in the model Range Risk score

C
ap

ita
l

Leverage ratio 12%

0%≤ x <6,5% 100
6,5%≤ x <9% 66
9%≤ x <15% 33

15%≤ x 0

Capital adequacy 
coverage ratio 12%

 x<100% 100
100%≤ x <200% 50

200%≤ x 0

Li
qu

id
ity

LCR 24%
0%≤ x <60% 100

60%≤ x <100% 50
100%≤ x 0

A
ss

et
 

qu
al

ity

NPL 18%
0%≤ x <10% 0
10%≤ x <21% 50

21%≤ x 100

Bu
si

ne
ss

 m
od

el
 a

nd
 m

a-
na

ge
m

en
t RWA/Assets 8,5%

0%≤ x <20% 0
20%≤ x <50% 33
50%≤ x <60% 66

60%≤ x 100

ROA 8,5%
 x<-3% 100

 -3%≤ x <2% 50
2%≤ x 0

Potential loss of deposit 
insurance scheme 17%

0%≤ x <150% 100
150%≤ x <400% 50

400%≤ x 0

ARW values assigned to each ARS
Risk 
class

Aggregate risk 
score (ARS)

Aggregate risk weight 
(ARW)

1 0 - 30 75%

2 30 - 50 100%

3 50 - 60 125%

4 60 - 150%

Source: NDIF
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Th e stressed value of the composite indicator is obtained by calculating stressed 
values (under a specifi c risk scenario) for the variables used in the methodology 
with the stress tests presented above and inserting these stressed values into 
the formula of the composite indicator. As a result, in addition to the benefi t of 
having a single composite indicator at our disposal for a consistent assessment 
of banks’ risk, the results aft er stress obtained in a specifi c stress scenario are 
readily comparable to the results before stress under the calculation method of 
risk-based contributions.

Th e sector-level distribution of aggregate risk weights before and aft er stress in 
2016 Q2 and Q4 are presented in Figure 2. Th e Figure shows that while none of 
the institutions were classifi ed into the riskiest category of an assigned weight 
of 150 per cent before stress, aft er stress, there is a shift  in the distributions to-
wards higher risk in both reference periods: not only the 150 per cent category 
appears but the share of institutions in the second most risky category of 125 per 
cent also increases signifi cantly.

Figure 1
Sector-level distribution of aggregate risk weights
before and aft er stress in the banking system

Source: NDIF, MNB
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3. REVERSE STRESS TESTS

In order to be prepared for shock-like deposit withdrawals, it may also be help-
ful for deposit insurers to be aware of how large a deposit withdrawal shock (i.e. 
bank run by depositors) would be required for illiquidity to set in at an institu-
tion. Th is provides a useful indication of the possibilities – and time5 –available 
for intervention before the credit institution would become insolvent. Reverse 
stress tests examine questions of this type. In general, they may be described as 
tests seeking the most probable constellation of simultaneous shocks of a size 
that would be enough to make a bank insolvent.

Despite their increased popularity in recent years and their conceptual appeal, 
there is still room for development in the methodology of reverse stress testing 
(Grundke–Pliszka, 2015). Th e main reason for this may be that the algorithms of 
classic stress tests relying on macroeconomic scenarios are typically not invert-
ible. For in stress tests where banks infl uence each other’s results (by contagion 
arising from adjustment possibilities or through the interbank market), the 
same result for a specifi c bank may be obtained in diff erent ways. Even if banks 
do not have an infl uence on each other’s performance, due to the multidimen-
sional feature of the macro variables (risk factors) making up the scenario, sev-
eral diff erent vectors of risk factors may lead to the same outcome. Given this 
situation, it is the most useful from a practical point of view to identify the most 
probable one of these scenarios. To be able to do this, however, we would need 
to know the multidimensional distribution of the risk factors, but there is no 
suffi  cient data at our disposal for a corresponding estimation due to the low 
frequency of macroeconomic data series as well as their short available time 
series in the case of Hungary.

Nevertheless, building on the liquidity stress test, it is possible to determine 
in a simple framework the size of shock caused by a single risk factor (or even 
several factors associated to a fi xed degree) which is suffi  cient for a fi nancial in-
stitution to reach the illiquidity limit. Of the sources of risk incorporated in the 
model, stress arising from deposit withdrawals are of primary interest for the 
NDIF, as it is typically this type of shock that requires the fastest intervention 
by the Fund. Th is exercise was carried out taking that priority into account. 

In our calculations, compared to the original stress testing procedure used for 
calculating the stressed LCR for the aggregate risk weight, in addition to the re

5  When evaluating the pace of development of panic deposit withdrawals, the upcoming change 
in the related infrastructure should be taken into account. Within the instant payment system to 
be implemented in 2019, payment service providers will be required to complete domestic trans-
fers (up to a value of HUF 10 million) at any time within fi ve seconds. Th is may also signifi cantly 
accelerate potential bank runs.
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alisation of the stress scenario we have allowed for adjustment possibilities but 
did not take contagion into account. Th e reason for this is that the inclusion of 
channels of contagion would signifi cantly complicate calculations under the re-
verse stress test (e.g. the results would be dependent on the number of constitu-
ent institutions in the system). By this procedure, it is implicitly assumed that 
the adjustment by a given bank does not lead to a price impact and, as a result, 
fi re sales in the market of corporate bonds and mortgage covered bonds. In our 
opinion, this is not a far-fetched assumption if stress and consequently adjust-
ment pressure on a single institution is considered. Importantly, this way, in-
stitutions can be reviewed separately. Consequently, the outcome for a specifi c 
institution is independent of which market participants are taken into account.

For the calculations, the size of stress on the household deposits of banks was 
changed (considering an equivalent size of stress on corporate deposits) so that 
the LCR of the bank would drop to 0 per cent. Th e calculations were performed 
both with and without the standard stress measures assumed for the other risk 
factors in the liquidity stress test. In our results (Figure  2), the extreme case 
when the LCR does not fall below 0 per cent even in the case of maximum 
deposit withdrawal was assigned, while the other extremity, when the stress 
measures under the benchmark stress scenario lead to a decline of the bank’s 
LCR below 0 per cent even without deposit withdrawal was associated with a 
value representing the highest risk.

Th e Figure shows that the median institution would exceed the illiquidity limit 
– provided that no other stresses occur – only in the case of the withdrawal 
of about 60 per cent of its deposits. Th is value is of course reduced by the re-
alisation of other risk factors of the standard stress scenario in the liquidity 
stress test. When these measures are taken into account, even the shock-like 
withdrawal of 40 to 50 per cent of deposits of the median institution would be 
enough. However, attention should be paid to the lower end of the distribution: 
in both periods, even without the benchmark stress scenario there exists an in-
stitution, in the case of which the withdrawal of only 20 per cent of the deposits 
would result in illiquidity.

4. SUMMARY

It is of paramount importance for fi nancial stability that the NDIF fulfi ls its 
functions timely, eff ectively and reliably. Preparation for this is signifi cantly 
easier for deposit insurers if they can accurately assess the development of the 
shock-absorbing capacity of the credit institutions they insure. To this end, the 
NDIF regularly assesses the risks of banks with the cooperation of the MNB, 
using among other things the stress tests developed by the central bank.
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Figur e 2
Sector-level distribution of (equal) household and corporate deposit 
withdrawal shock sizes turning the bank into illiquidity, 
with and without a benchmark stress scenario

Source: MNB

Th e NDIF takes into account the outcome of the credit risk and liquidity stress 
tests developed by the MNB jointly, by calculating a composite risk indicator 
featured in the calculation method of risk-based contributions laid down as a 
requirement by the EBA. Th is allows not only for risk ranking under a specifi c 
stress scenario, paying particular attention to the riskiest institutions, but – as a 
benefi t of the uniform framework – also for easy comparability with the results 
before stress under the calculation method of risk-based contributions, empha-
sizing the impact of the potential stress.

In the event of an ongoing bank run by depositors, it is also a useful tool for 
the NDIF to reverse and answer the question examined under stress tests: how 
large a shock would make a specifi c fi nancial institution insolvent. Although the 
methodology of reverse stress tests, which seek to answer questions of this kind, 
raises a number of fundamental problems in general, once only stress on house-
hold deposits (and on corporate deposits, equalling in size with the former) is put 
under scrutiny within the framework of the liquidity stress test, and some sim-
plifying assumptions are made, it is easy to quantify the measures of stress that 
are suffi  cient to make the institutions illiquid. According to our results, a deposit 
withdrawal of a considerable amount, about 60 per cent would be required for the 
median institution to reach the illiquidity limit. However, for some institutions, 
deposit withdrawals of only 20 per cent may lead to insolvency.
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